Categorical and prolonged potentials are evoked when brief, intermediate-intensity flashes stimulate horseshoe crab lateral eye photoreceptors during octopamine neuromodulation.
Octopamine, a major efferent neurotransmitter in the lateral eye of the horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus), has previously been shown to modulate photoreceptor responses evoked by long flashes. Quantification of these data indicates that this modulation produced a genuine increase in sensitivity to light which cannot be entirely due to an increase in optical efficiency consequent on an anatomical alteration. Other previous studies demonstrated that extrinsic current can modulate Limulus lateral eye photoreceptor cells by inducing a bistable membrane potential with two distinct states. The present study was therefore undertaken to find out if octopamine could modulate visual responses by inducing prolonged and bistable polarization shifts similar to those demonstrated in several other neural systems. Intracellular microelectrodes were used to execute an electrophysiological study of the receptor potentials evoked in the lateral eye of Limulus when brief (20-ms) flashes were delivered while 50 microM octopamine perfused dark-adapted photoreceptors. The combined chemical and optical stimuli prolonged photoreceptor responses to light to the degree that they often exceeded the duration of the brief stimulus by hundreds of milliseconds. Moreover, these prolonged potentials were clearly bistable because they were categorical--either a prolongation was perceptually clear-cut and present or it was not, with no intermediate patterns being observed. During seawater control perfusions, such prolongations were absent. This appears to be the first demonstration of such categorical and prolonged potentials in a photoreceptor neuron. This finding particularly suggests that efferent-driven neuromodulation can enable the development of a persisting short-term representation of a brief stimulus, with this representation being retained at the most distal possible neural site.